Open Access and Cost
...open access funding, publisher deals and where to publish

You will probably decide where you would like to publish before you write your article. Check your paper fits the aims and scope, and carefully read the instructions for authors.

Beware of predatory publishers
Use Think Check Submit for guidance on choosing where to publish and avoiding predatory publishers. Predatory publishers do not meet many of the industry standards of practice to preserve the integrity of the scholarly record, such as academic editorial control, quality control, long-term preservation of articles, and persistent links and identifiers. They are often not transparent about publishing fees and make false claims with the intention of defrauding researchers and institutions of money.

What about open access?
Many funders require your journal articles (‘research outputs’) to be made openly available to everyone with an internet connection. This can be:

- on the journal website immediately on publication in a fully open access or ‘hybrid’ (mix of open and subscription articles) journal. This normally requires payment of an Article Processing Charge. (APCs can range from £100s to £1000s)
- self-archived via an institutional or subject repository, e.g. ePrints Soton for articles only available to subscribers. The publisher may require an embargo period (from 6-48 months) before the repository version can be made available. It is worth checking if you are undecided on journal, as if you have no funding this can make a big difference to your readership in the short-term.
- Sherpa offers 4 services that can help you with funders, publishers, as well as REF policies.

Open Access funding and publisher deals
Your funder may allow you to pay for open access from your grant. UKRI and some health charities have block grants for open access publishing administered by the Library. Apply here

If you do not have access to funding, we have deals with some publishers that will cover making your article open access – please check before you submit, we are always happy to advise. These transformative deals are increasingly being described as Read-and-Publish or Publish-and-Read.

If you do not have access to funding and none of our publisher deals cover your preferred journal, follow our self-archiving guidance. Be aware that your publisher may charge excess page charges, i.e. colour fees not associated with open access. We do not have any funding to cover these for any publisher, indeed we do not manage any other centralised funds for publishing so always double check if there will be any costs before submission as if accepted you will be liable to pay them.

Upload your article to our institutional repository – Self archive
Decided on journal, submitted and been accepted for publication. Congratulations! Ensure that everyone can read your work as soon as possible - upload your accepted manuscript to PURE and the eprints team will add any embargoes. Let the world know and link to the ePrints record.

Questions? Contact us for help at eprints@soton.ac.uk